KANDHAMAL ZILLA SABUJA VAIDYA SANGATHAN (KZSVS) is a unique organization of traditional system of Indian medicine plants eco – Environment and the brief introduction of the organization is given below.

1. i. Name of the organization : KANDHAMAL ZILLA SABUJA VAIDYA SANGATHAN
   
   ii. Short name of the Organization : Is abbreviated to “KZSVS”
   
   iii. Nature : It’s non-profitable, non religious non-Governmental.
   
   iv. Establishment : Voluntary organization.
   11/11/2004

2. i. Regd. Office of the Organization : At/Po- Daringbadi
   Dist- Kandhamal
   Pin- 762104, Orissa
   Tel: 9437992231
   Email—kzsvs@yahoo.co.in
   
   ii. Working Jurisdiction : To work for Development of Kandha
   
   3. i. Working Priority area : Community of Kandhamal District.
   Traditional systems of Indian Medicine, & Medicinal Plants, Eco- Environment etc.
   
   ii. Other Priority area : To work for integrated development and welfare of tribal

4. PRESENT HUMAN RESOURCES : 30 Nos.

5. PRESENT ACTIVITIES
   i. Sanitary Latrine Programme
   ii. Survey & study on medicinal plants
   iii. Herbal health camp
   iv. Training work shop for Gram-Vaidyas
   v. Survey & Identification on traditional Healer.
   vi. Awareness on Preventive Application of Malaria, Sikklecel
   vii. Education on Food Nutrition
   viii. Distribution of Medicinal Plants.
   ix. Public Awareness Programme on Naturopathy & Yogic Exerices
   x. Herbal Kwath Demonstration Prog.
   xi. Awareness on ORS formula Against Diarrhea & Dysente.
xii. Training programme on Agro-Medicinal Plants Perspectives.

xiii. GKS formation under National Rural Health Mission.

xiv. Herbal quath demonstrative programme.

6. **MEMBERSHIP:**

i. The Green-life Movement India, Puri.

ii. Sabuja Orissa Vaidya Mahasangha.

iii. Orissa Social Development Forum


v. Green India Scientist’s Forum.

vi. District Nahur Jubaka Sangathan.


7. **FINANCIAL SOURCES:**

i. Membership fees & Subscription.

ii. Community contribution

iii. Financial assistance for sanitary latrine programme.

iv. Training fee.

v. GKS formation.


10. Expatriation : Each member of the organization are trained under AMAGAON VAIDYASHALA ABHIJAN of affiliating organization which was approved by Directorate of Indian Medicine & Homepathy, Govt. of Orissa.

11. **MISSION STATEMENT** : The Mission of KANDHAMAL ZILLA SABUJA VAIDYA SANGATHAN is to establish an exploitation free society where all people live with equality, unity in diversity to reach the goal of sustainable, Traditional system of Indian Medicine
& Medicinal Plant, socio economic, environmental and cultural development, under the own leadership, we propagate good news to bring out community transformation and peace making.

12. Vision : To bring a global change in the field of traditional systems of Indian Medicine, Medicinal Plants and Nauturophy & Yoga areas & oppression free egalitarian society and for equal opportunities for all men and women with full human rights.

13. TARGET GROUP : KANDHAMAL ZILLA SABUJA VAIDYA SANGATHAN works for the underprivileged low income people of scheduled caste, scheduled tribe, Dalits and indigenous community who are deprived of development facilities and exploited by the mainstream people, children women youth small and marginal farmers diseased persons are the main target groups of the organization.

14. CONCEPT : A new vision of green revolution is awaiting & required for the world.

15. CONTACT PERSON : Sabuja Vaidya Brahamanda Nayak – President, S/o- Lochan Pati Nayak At/Po- Dasingbadi, Ps-Daringbadi, Dist- Kandhamal, Ph No- 06849 236272.

   i. Green scientist Dr. Dinabandhu Maharana,- Secretary-cum chief functionary S/o- Lingaraj Maharana, At/Po-/Ps- Daringbadi, Dist-Kandhamal, Cell No- 9437992231.

16. NAME OF THE BANK (Our Bank):- State Bank of India, At/Po- Daringbadi, Dist- Kandhamal. A/C- 11693943206


ACTIVITIES PROFILE
Year of 2008-09

1. GAON KALYAN SAMITI (Village Health and Sanitation Committee)

Gaon Kalyan Samiti have been continue with financial support and guidance from the National Rural Health Mission (NRHM) as a partner organization has been continue activities in this year with co-operation of CHC, Daringbadi and people of Daringbadi Block. This programme started from this year 2009 with coverage of 60 GKS Committee at 60 number of revenue village and 6 Gram Panchayat of Daringbadi block named Gumikia, Simanbadi, Badabanga, Saramuli, Dasingbadi & Danekbadi.

2. SANTI STAPANA KARJYAKRAMA- AT- KANDHAMAL DISTRICT

We participate in this programme for the peace of Kandhamal District which organized by Odisha Santi o Sadabana Abhijana when we have send 5 number of volunteer and 12 numbers of santi sena from Daringbadi block favour of our organization.

3. TOTAL SANITATION CAMPAIGN (TSC)

Total Sanitation Campaign (TCS) have been continue with Financial Support & Guidance form the Dist water & Sanitation Mission (DWSM) Kandhamal. As partner organization has been continue the activities in last 4 years with co-operation of peoples of total sanitation to each & every persons in Daringbadi Block. This programme has been continue from year- 2005. With coverage of 300 nos. Individual Latrines in 7 village called name – Godapur, Saramuli, Dasingbadi, Sonepur, Darigbadi, Siangabali year 2008-09 in the Daringbadi Block. There are 30 nos of sanitation committee have been continuing & acting their role in every villages in last three year 2006-07, 2007-08 & 2008-09 about take care, keeping the sources of drinking water- like chua,(stream water chamber) tube well plat from. Street Road etc. in their representative villages.

CONSTRUCTION OF SCHOOL TOILET AWC TOILETS (Institutional Latrines) (II)

By motivating & Government order the member of school& education committee PTA , MTA & Controlling Head Master of school 1 nos. of latrines constructed in the school of 6 nos. of panchayat & 7 nos. of AnGANwadi Latrine named daringabadi Panchayat,Gadapur Panchayat,Saramuli panchayat & Sonepur panchayat were constructed in AWS during the reporting period 2008-09

School students & village education committee members were insisted to dig garbage pit to put on organic waste like plastics & other waste goods in garbage pits.
IMPACT OF TSC.

- The tribal have started the use of latrines instead of going to open field for defecation.
- Compost organic manure are being used in increased dozen by the farmer who have been oriented through demonstration programme of Comopst preparation.
- Large number of community leaders, Members of PRI ,students, teachers & members of SHG & house wives have been involved in total sanitation on campaign.
- It is realized that more orientations, motivation along with some incentive & provision of sufficient water is required for the success of total sanitation campaign.

MEDICINAL PLANTATION PROGRAMME

The organization within its limited resources and donations manages to plant medicinal plants to render health services particularly to children, nourishing and expectant months and old aged persons. Last year our organization had organized two hundred Health camps, one immunization camp and health education Awareness camps in rural areas and urban slums in Gangam District. The program directly benefited more then 2000 people.

HERBAL AWARENESS PROGRAMME WITH KANDHAMAL ZILLA SABUJA VAIDYA SANGATHAN

The aim is to establish, promote, subsidies, encourage, provide, maintain, organize, undertake, manage, operate, conduct, and to run in India & abroad ayurvedic practice training, pharmacy, management or other type of education which can imparted to the student

ANTI MALARIA PROTECTION SYSTEM EFFECTIVE OF HERBAL QUATH DEMONSTRATIVE PROGRAMME

Kandhamal Zilla Sabuja Vaidya Sangathan do a resource based programme named Anti-Malaria Protection System effective by herbal quath demonstrative in this programme we take 150 number of people who favour at malaria since before 6 month we give him this quath prepared by KZSVS for curable.

NATUROPATHY AWARENESSS PROGRAMME OF KZSVS

1. To promote and re establish the use of ayurvedic medicine in day to day life.
2. To establish relatationship and to conduct matting conference, among Ayurvedic doctors at local National & internatiolan level.
3. To provide health & sanitation awareness to the villages and to provide health care facility particularly for man, woman, children & poor people.
4. To Promote herbal plantation and collection and distribution of herbal medicine.
5. To form village level ayurvedic practitioner group, and to recognize as ayurvedic practitioner and to facilitate by issuing certificate.

6. To organize, maintain & take eldership in conducting meeting training camps, yoga camp & Exhibitions.

**HEALTH CAMP**

KZSVS has organization many herbal health camp, awareness programme for the people of Kandhamal district in collaboration ship with TGLMI, PURI

It has also engaged in survey & identification of area wise medicinal plants aswell as vaidyas and old manuscripts. Besides it has imported to find the cause of disease for its prevention from the community.

**CONCLUSION**

A Lot Of Dreams Have Waited For Us And We Are Ready To Do More Successful In Forthcoming Years.

Secretary

Kandhamal Zilla Sabuja Vaidya Sangathan, Daringbadi, Kandhamal